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men used to make fun of by asking her if they might come and spend
the night with her. -//Something further, about the tenoy."-f{s
had pestered her, too; at the rehearsal he had put his hand on her
breast. -//Through your clothes or on the bare skin?"- At first she
said the latter, but then tooliit back: she had been in outdoor
clothes. -"Well, what 11e1s?//-Everything about this relation-
ship, all the hugging and kissing among the players had been abhor-
rent to [61. -//{nything slss?//- Once again the manager's
brusqueness, and she had only stayed there a few days. -rr\fi,rss 1hs
tenor's assault made on the same day as your aftsgl<l.t'- No; she did
not know if it had been earlier or later.- My inquiries with the help
of pressure showed that the assault had been on the fourth day of her
stay and her attack on the sixth.

Interrupted by the patient's flight.

r.  Freud uses the plural.
z. The seguidilla from Act I of Bizet's opera.
3' c herub i rro' s c Qn zo;:'#J"f; 
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M a r r i a ge o f F i ga rc :

Tell me if that is what burns my heart.
4. See note r to letter of February 4, 1888.
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My dear Wilhelm,

The first leisure time in the New Year belongs to you-to clasp
your hand across these few kilometers and to tell you how glad I was
to have your recent news from the family room and study. That you
have a son - and with him the prospect of other children; as long as
the hope for him was stil l a distant one, I did not want to admit
either to you or to myself what you would have missed. Your kind
should not die out, my dear fr iend; the rest of us need people l ike
you too much. How much I owe you: solace, understanding, stimu-
lation in my loneliness, meaning to my life that I gained through
you, and finally even health that no one else could have given back
to me. It is primarily through your example that intellectually I
gained the strength to trust my judgment, even when I am left
alone - though not by you - and, like you, to face with lofty hu-
mility all the difficulties that the future may bring. For all that,
accept my humble thanks! I know that you do not need me as much
as I need you, but I  also know that I  have a secure place in your
affect ion.

Evcn i f  you had not said so cxpl ic i t ly ,  I  woulr l  hrrve not iccr l  th:r t
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your confidence in your therapy was finally borne out in your own
case as well. Your letters, as again the last one/ contain a wealth of
scientif ic insights and intuit ions, to which I unfortunately can say
no more than that they grip and overpower me. The thought that
both of us are occupied with the same kind of work is by far the
most enjoyable one I can conceive at present. I see how, via the
detour of medical practice, you are reaching your first ideal of un-
derstanding human beings as a physiologist, iust as I most secretly
nourish the hope of arriving, via these same paths, at my init ial goal
of philosophy. For that is what I wanted originally, when it was not
yet at all clear to me to what end I was in the world. During the last
weeks I repeatedly tried to give you som ething in return for your
communications, by sending you a short summary of my most re-
cent insights into the neuroses of defense, but my capacity to think
so exhausted itself in the spring that now I can accomplish nothing.
Nevertheless, I have prevailed upon myself to send you the frag-
ment. A gentle voice has counseled me to postpone the account of
hysteria since there are sti l l  too many uncertainties in it. You proba-
bly wil l be satisfied with the obsessional [neurosis]. The few notes
on paranoia come from a recently started analysis which has already
established beyond any doubt that paranoia really is a neurosis o/
defense. Whether this explanation also has therapeutic value re-
mains to be seen.

Your remarks on migraine have led me to an idea, as a conse-
quence of which all my eV@ theories would need to be completely
revised - something I cannot venture to do now. I shall try to give
you some idea of  i t ,  however.

I begin with the two kinds of nerve endings. The free ones receive
only quantity and conduct it to W by summation; they have no
power/ however, to evoke sensation-that is, to affect co. In this
connection the neuronal motion retains its genuine and monoto-
nous qualitative characteristics. These are the paths for all the
quantity that f i l ls y; also, of course, the paths for sexual energy. The
nerve paths which start from end organs conduct not quantity but
the qualitative characteristic peculiar to them; they add nothing to
the amount in the y neurones, but merely put these neurones into a
state of excitation. The cr.r neurones are those t/ neurones which are
capable of only very l itt le quantitative cathexis. The coincidence
bctween these minimal quantit ies and the quality faithfully trans-
fcrrcd to them from the end organ is once more the necessary condi-
t ion for  thc gencrat ing of  consciousness. I  now I in my new scheme]
irrse r t  t l rcsc ( f )  ncr l r ( ) r )cs bctwccn the rp neurones and the r4 neurones/
so t l r : r t  e l r : r r rsfcrs i ts r lurr l i ty  to r , ) ,  anr l  ( / )  n()w tr l tnsfcrs nci thcr
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quality nor quantity to rybut merely excites y-that is, indicates
the pathways to be taken by the free ty energy. (I don't know
whether you can understand this gibberish. There arel so to speak,
three ways in which the neurones affect each other: (r) they transfer
quantity to one another, (z) they transfer quality to one another, (3)
they have an exciting effect on one another in accordance with
certain rules.)

According to this view the perceptual processes would eo ipso

Ifrom their very nature] involve consciousness and would only pro-
duce their further psych[ic] effects after becoming conscious. The r4
processes themselves would be unconscious and would only subse-
quently acquire a second ary, artrhcial consciousness through being
linked with processes of discharge and perception (speech associa-
tion). A.ty a,l discharge, which 

-y 
other account required, now be-

comes unnecessary; hallucination, the explanation of which always
raised diff iculties, is now no longer a backward movement of exci-
tation to e, but only to @.It is much easier today to understand the
rule of defense, which does not apply to perceptions but only to V
processes. The fact that secondary consciousness lags behind makes
it possible to give a simple description of the processes of neuroses. I
am also relieved of the troublesome question of how much of the
strength of g excrtation (of sensory stimuli) is transferred to V/ neu-
rones. The answer is - none at all,directly. The Q in r4depends only
on how far the free ry attention is directed by the co neurones.

The new hypothesis also fits better with the fact that the objective
sensory stimuli are so minimal that it is hard to derive the force of
the wil l from that source in accordance with the principle of con-
stancy. Sensation, however, I in the new theory] brings no Q at all to
ry; the source of ry energy is the [endogenous] organic paths of con-
duct ion.

I also see the explanation of the release of unpleasure, which I
need for repression in the sexual neuroses, in the conflict between
the purely quantitative organic conduction and the processes ex-
cited rn ry by conscious sensation.

As regards your side of the question, the possibil i ty arises that
states of stimulation rr.ay occur in organs which produce no sponta-
neous sensation (though they must no doubt exhibit susceptibil i ty
to pressure), but which can by reflex action (that is, through thc
influence of equil ibrium) instigate disturbances arising from othcr
nerve centers.  For the thought of  there being a reciprocal  b inding ol
the neurones or of  the nerve centers also suggests that  thc rn() t ( ) r
symptoms of  d ischarge are of  var ious k inds. Voluntary act i ( ) l ' rs r l r r '
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probably determined by a transference of Q, since they discharge
psychic tension. In addition to this there is a discharge of pleasure/
spasms, and the l ike, which I explain, not by Q's being transferred to
the motor center but by its being l iberated there because the binding

Q in the sensory center coupled with it may have diminished. This
would give us the long-sought-for distinction between "volurttary"
and "spastic" movements, and at the same time a means of explain-
ing a group of subsidiary somatic effects - in hysteria, for instance.

With respect to the purely quantitative processes of transference
to y, there is a possibil i ty of their attracting consciousness to
themselves - if, that is to say, such conductions of Q fulf i l l  the
conditions necessary for producing pain. Of those conditions the
essential one is probably the suspension of summation and a contin-
uous afflux [of Ql to V f or a time. Certain co neurones then become
hypercathected and produce a feeling of unpleasure, and they also
cause attention to be fixed at that point. Thus "neuralgic change"
would have to be regarded as an afflux of Q from some organ aug-
mented beyond a certain l imit t i l l  summation is suspended, the two
(r; neurones hypercathected, and free ry energy bound. As you see,
we have on the way arrived at migraine; the necessary precondition
would be the existence of nasal regions in that state of stimulation
which you recognized with your naked eye. The surplus of Q would
be distributed along various subcortical paths before reaching r4.
Once this has happened, a continuous Q forces its way rrrto W and, in
accordance with the rule of attention, the free ry energy flows to the
seat of  the erupt ion.

The question of the source of the states of stimulation in the nasal
organs now arises. The idea suggests itself that the qualitative organ
for olfactory stimuli may be Schneider's membrane and the quanti-
tative organ (distinct from this) may be the cotpora cavernosc. Ol-
f actory substances - as, indeed, you yourself believe, and as we
know from flowers - arebreakdown products of the sexual metab-
olism; they would act as stimuli on both these organs. During men-
struation and other sexual processes the body produces an increased

Q of these substances and therefore of these stimuli. It would have
to be decided whether these act on the nasal organs through the
cxpiratory' av or through the blood vessels; probably the latter,
s ince one has no subjective sensation of smell bef ore migraine. Thus
t hc nose would, as it were, receive information about internal olfac-
t  r r ry st imul i  by means of  the corpora cavernosa, just  as i t  does about
t 'x tcrnrr l  st i rnul i  by Schneider 's membrane: one would come to gr ief
l ronr onc's own bocly.  The twct ways of  acquir ing migraine-
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spontaneously and through smells, or human toxic emanations -
would thus be equivalent, and their effects could at arry time be
brought about by summation.

Thus the swell ing of the nasal organs of quantity would be a kind
of adaptation of the sense organ resulting from increased internal
stimulation, analogous in the case of the true (qualitative) sense
organs to opening the eyes wide and focusing them, straining the
ears,  and so on.

It would not be too hard, perhaps/ to transfer this conception to
the other sources of migraine and similar conditions, though I can-
not yet see how it is to be done. In any case/ it is more important to
test the idea in relation to the main topic.

In this way a whole number of obscure and ancient medical ideas
would acquire l ife and value.

Enough now! Best wishes for 1896 and let me know very soon how
mother and child are. You can imagine how greatly Martha is inter-
ested in everything.

Your
Sigmund

Draft K. The Neuroses of Defense
(A Christmas Fairy Tale)

Ienclosed with letter]

There are four types of these and many forms. I can only make a
comparison between hysterra,  obsessional  neurosis,  and one form
of paranoia. They have various things in common. They are patho-
logical aberrations of normal psychic affective states: of confl ict
(hyster ia l ,  of  sel f  - reproach (obsessional  neurosis) ,  of  mort i f icat ion
(paranoial, of mourning (acute hallucinatory amentia). They differ
from these affects in that they do not lead to anything's being set-
tled, but to permanent damage to the ego. They come about subject
to the same precipitating causes as their affective prototypes, pro-
vided that the cause fulf i l ls two more preconditions - that it is of a
sexual kind and that it occurs during the period before sexual matu-
r i ty ( the precondi t ions of  sexual i ty andinfant i l ism).  About precon-
ditions applying to the individual concerned I have no fresh knowl-
edge. In general ,  I  should say that heredi ty is a fur ther prcconcl i t ion,
in that  i t  faci l i tates and increases the pathological  cf fcct ' -  the prc-
condi t ic ln,  t l rat  is ,  that  pr incipal ly rnakcs possiblc thc grrr t l : r t iorrs
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between the normal and the extreme case. I do not believe that
heredity determines the choice of the particular defensive neurosis.

There is a normal trend toward defense-that is, an aversion to
directing psychic energy in such away that unpleasure results. This
trend, l inked to the most fundamental conditions of the psychic
mechanism (the law of constancy), cannot be employed against per-
ceptions, for these are able to compel attention (as is evidenced by
their consciousness); it only comes in question against memories
and thoughts. It is innocuous where it is a matter of ideas to which
unpleasure was at one time attached, but which are unable to ac-
quire any contemporary unpleasure (other than that which is re-
membered), and in such cases too it can be overridden by psychic
interest.

The trend toward defense becomes detrimental, however, if i t is
directed against ideas which are also able, in the form of memories,
to release fresh unpleasure - as is the case with sexual ideas. F{ere,
indeed, is the one possibil i ty reahzedof a memory's having a greater
releasing power than was produced by the experience correspond-
ing to it. Only one thing is necessary for this: that puberty should be
interpolated between the experience and its repetit ion in memory
- an event which thus strongly increases the effect of the revival.
The psychic mechanism seems unprepared for this exception, and it
is for that reason a necessary precondition of freedom from neuro-
ses of defense that no substantial sexual irritation should occur
before puberty, though it is true that the effect of such an experi-
cnce must be increased by hereditary disposition before it can reach
e level capable of causing i l lness.

(Here a subsidiary problem branches off: how then does it come
about that under analogous conditions, perversion or simple im-
nrorality emerges instead of neurosis?)

We shall be plunged deep into psychological riddles if we inquire
into the origin of the unpleasure which seems to be released by

lrrcmature sexual stimulation and without which, after all, arepres-
sion cannot be explained. The most plausible answer wil l appeal to
t hc fact that shame and morality are the repressing forces and that
t hc neighborhood in which the sexual organs are naturally placed
rnrrst inevitably arouse disgust during sexual experiences. Where
t l rcre is no shame (as in a male person),  or  where no moral i ty comes
:r l rout  (as in the lower c lasses of  society) ,  or  where disgust is blunted
l 'v thc concl i t ions of  l i fe {as in the country) ,  there too no repression
.rrr t l  thercforc n<l  neurosis wi l l  resul t  f rom sexual  st imulat ion in
nr l :u)cy.  I  fe:rr ,  ncvcrthclcss,  that  th is explanat ion wi l l  not  stand up


